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Electronic dictionaries: 
Old and new lexicographic solutions

The thematic section in this issue of Hermes deals with a number of 
problems related to electronic dictionaries. The new lexicographic 
solutions made possible by computer technology and the wide access 
to internet has resulted in a huge number of electronic dictionaries, 
i.e. CD-ROM, DVD and internet dictionaries as well as dictionaries 
conceived to support the spelling, hyphenation and other functions 
integrated in text processing programs such as Word. Although the 
latter is maybe the most commonly used type of dictionary, little atten-
 tion has been paid to this kind of dictionaries in the theoretical lexi-
cographic publications. This thematic section is no exception in this res-
pect but discussions of such functions would be highly appreciated in 
lexicographic journals.

A relatively broad discussion has developed as to the question wheth-
er or not the electronic dictionaries are taking over and the old pa per 
dic tionaries have their days counted. In many ways it is an irrelevant dis-
cussion as lexicography should not be confused with exercises in futuro-
logy. What can be concluded from the present lexicographic prac  tice 
is that paper dictionaries, on the one hand, are still going strong with 
no tendency whatsoever to disappear whereas the number of electronic 
dictionaries, on the other hand, is continuously growing either as inde-
pen dent dictionaries or in symbiosis with paper versions. In this re-
spect, however, it could be interesting to know whether some spe  cifi c 
types of paper dictionaries are being substituted by electronic ones that 
pro vide better solutions to problems related to these specifi c dic tionary 
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types, but according to our knowledge no investigation has been made 
in order to answer this question.

The recent lexicographic literature contains a lot of comments re-
gard  ing the benefi ts of electronic dictionaries in comparison with their 
paper relatives, but very little has been said about the benefi ts of the 
latter in comparison with the former. However, such benefi ts should be 
considered, if traditions and (bad) habits should not be viewed as the 
only explanation of the fact that a large number of paper dictionaries 
are still be ing produced and sold by the publishing houses. Hopefully, 
future the oret ical contributions will give a more balanced view of the 
real bene fi ts of one or the other dictionary medium.

Another much more relevant problematic is the discussion on the 
possible and real differences between paper dictionaries and electronic 
dictionaries. There might be no doubt that the new electronic media 
pro vide not only new and better lexicographic solutions but also new 
options. The possibility of actually hearing words instead of read ing 
diffi cult phonetic transcriptions is, for example, an improved solu tion 
to an old lexicographic problem, and the possibility to make ref er ences 
and links to a text corpus is just one example of a completely new lexi-
cog raphic option unknown to the old generations of paper dic tion aries. 
But when it comes to dictionary types typologised according to their 
lexicographic functions, there is actually nothing new to be found 
under the sun. The general problems related to the categorization of 
user profi les, user situations and the specifi c problems that may pop 
up for a specifi c type of user in a specifi c type of user situation are the 
same for electronic and paper dictionaries. The real differences have 
exclusive ly to do with the methods they use in order to assist the users 
in solving their specifi c problems, i.e. the data they furnish, the way 
these data are presented and how they are accessed. The authors that 
claim to have discovered new lexicographic functions in elec tronic dic-
tion aries do actually base their discoveries on a concept of func tions 
that is completely different from the one used by the modern theory 
of lexicographic functions (Bergenholtz/Tarp 2003, among others) 
and which seems to incorporate secondary aspects, such as the lexi  cog-
raphers’ personal motivations, in the very concept of a lexico graphic 
function.
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